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The Canal sizes: The CEMT Classification

Klasse VII 14,500- 27,000 T

CEMT Classes (Res.92/2)

(Klasse VI and higher = 
pushed convoys)



Long term viability for barge owners of CEMT I and II 
vessels is an issue 

Maximum size of vessels

Cost of crewing for small 
vessels

Cost of new build

Lack of interest 

Industry needs the carriage 
capacity

Automation as a solution? 



Autonomous Transportation? What 
does that mean for interior 

waterways?



Levels of automation as per CCNR 
Now tested on the interior waterways: 3

Level Designation Vessel command (steering, 

propulsion, wheelhouse, …)

Monitoring of and 

responding to navigational 

environment

Fallback performance of 

dynamic navigation tasks

Remote 

control
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No automation
the full-time performance by the human boatmaster of all aspects of the dynamic navigation tasks, even when 

enhanced by warning or intervention systems

E.g. navigation with support of radar installation

NO

1

Steering assistance
the context-specific performance by a steering automation system using certain information about the 

navigational environment and with the expectation that the human boatmaster performs all remaining aspects 

of the dynamic navigation tasks

E.g. rate-of-turn regulator 

E.g. trackpilot (track-keeping system for inland vessels along pre-defined guiding lines)

NO

2

Partial automation
the context-specific performance by a navigation automation systems of both steering and propulsion using 

certain information about the navigational environment and with the expectation that the human boatmaster

performs all remaining aspects of the dynamic navigation tasks

Subject to context 

specific 

execution, 

remote control is

possible (vessel 

command, 

monitoring of and 

response to 

environment or 

fallback 

performance).  It 

may have an 

influence on crew 

requirements 

(number or 

qualification) 
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Conditional automation

the sustained context-specific performance by a navigation 

automation system of all dynamic navigation tasks, including 

collision avoidance1, with the expectation that the human 

boatmaster will be receptive to requests to intervene and to system 

failures and will respond appropriately

4

High automation
the sustained context-specific performance by a navigation automation system of all dynamic navigation tasks 

and fallback operation, without expecting a human boatmaster responding to a request to intervene2

E.g. vessel operating on a canal section between two successive locks (environment well known), but the 

automation system is not able to manage alone the passage through the lock (requiring human intervention)

5

Full automation
the sustained and unconditional performance by a navigation automation system of all dynamic navigation 

tasks and fallback operation, without expecting a human boatmaster will respond to a request to intervene



The hardware: Off the shelf

DGPS (Differential Global Positioning System)

LIDAR’s (Light detection and ranging)

RADAR

VIDEO (inside and outside)

Inland ECDIS

SENSORS (outside, bridge, engine room, …)

VHF

4/5 G

AIS

RC

AUDIO (inside and outside)



The software: the algorithm

Custom built for the specific needs of the interior waterways

Computes real time information received from a variety of sources:

from the barge itself

from the Smart infrastructure set up by the authorities

Navigation charts

Traffic info

Hydrographic info

from third parties (other vessels,…)

Navigates the vessel autonomously 

with remote supervision, control and – if deemed necessary- intervention



What’s the outcome?



The autonomous part

Control systems are on board

Barges sail canals without crew on board from waypoint to waypoint

Whilst ‘on route’ the next available ‘place of refuge’ is determined in 
case of incident or shutdown in order for the barge to autonomously 
secure itself at that location.



The remote control part –
Where and Whom 

From a Shore Control Center (SCC)

Boat masters are manning workstations at the SCC 

1 boat master supervises 3 vessels

Permanent augmented look-out.



The remote control part –
When to intervene

Remote intervention whenever deemed necessary

Loading and discharging – Supervision from afar

Obstacles ‘on route’

Incidents

By qualified boat master at the Shore Control Center



The Shore Control Centre – Barge Project



Situational awareness 
for Boat master at SCC

Complete view and feel as if on 
the vessel’s bridge itself

Human senses increased by 
technology on board

Resulting in a better full 
Situational Awareness 

Better awareness then the 
lonely boat master on his old 
barge



Advantages of Autonomous systems

• Boat masters on shore 
have a normal social 
live.

• Boat masters can work 
in teams.

• Safer work 
environment

• No loss of life in case 
of incidents

• No more crew on board, 
less crewing costs

• One boat master 
supervises 3 barges at 
minimum

• New type of entrants in 
the industry. 

• Better use of capital 
intensive equipment-
barges are engaged on 
24/7 basis 

• Continued service

• With renewed 
investment in the 
carriage capacity

• First, by retrofitting

• Next, with greener 
technologies (LNG, 
Hydrogen,…)

1

For Crew

2

For Owners

3 

For Supply chain



The Legal environment



Contracts between Barge(owner) and 
Innovator

‘Sui generis’ but on basis of known contracts

Retrofitting of Barges (or New build)?  Sales contract / 
Contract for services  Standard Contract and Liability issues

The innovator (SCC)?  IP licensing, Shipman agreements, 
crewing agency agreements  Standard (liability) issues

Retrofitting by a Charterer?  Long term C/P with the owner 
enabling the charterer to recover Capex (capital expenditure) 

Standard contract + specific clauses on ‘Autonomy’



Contracts within the supply chain
No major issues in existing statute law

National carriage  Belgian Law of 1936 – No issues

CMNI  No specific issues

Limitation of Liability  CLNI (or-country dependent Llmc
as adapted for inland carriage)  No specific issues



Liability in Tort

Collisions?  collision provisions (National law or 1960 
Geneva Convention)

Claims between vessels or cargo on board Liability 
channeled to the vessel

Others claims  Normal rules on Tort



What about regulations? 



Existing regulations render Autonomous 
sailing impossible – one example

‘When a vessel is under way the boatmaster shall 
be on board’

Art. 1.02 (3) Belgian Police regulation on inland shipping,

= Art.1.02 (3) CEVNI code (European code for inland waterways)

= Art.1.02 (4) RPR Code (Regulations for Navigation on the Rhine)



3 categories of public law obligations 
rendering Autonomous sailing illegal

Traffic regulations 

Crew member regulations 

Carriage of goods and especially dangerous goods regulations

The ‘GAP’ between technological possibilities and the Law



How to close the ‘GAP’ ? 

June 2019 : Derogation possibility inscribed in statute law 

Power given to the administration of the waterways to give derogations

From provisions that hamper technological development

How does this work?
Codes of conduct indicate what authorities expect

Innovator presents his GAP LIST, indicates solutions and derogations 
required (recent example 250 pages)



What can an innovator expect as 
conditions

Classified vessels

Safety requirements

Personnel used holds the relevant certificates 

Develop appropriate risk management 
strategies

Be covered by appropriate insurance

Data recording 

Data protection (GDPR)

Cyber security



‘Experiment’ contract

Between innovator and 
authorities

Obliging innovator to pre-
agreed  conditions

Derogation from required legal 
provisions given 

Within the test area (or part 
thereof)



The ultimate goal for authorities

Collect information from a 
multitude of innovative 

test

Analyze legislative changes 
required 

Change the law within its 
own territory, and

Ultimately also on a 
European level



The ultimate benefit for a global supply chain

Renewed and increased 
availability of carriage 

capacity which is

• Autonomous

• Ultimately greener

• Works 24/7

Logistical and industrial 
sites can remain or be 
placed again along all  

type of canals

Further integration with 
distributed ledger (Block 

chain) technology is 
facilitated



Gratitude to the innovators

1 2 3


